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Abstract 

Life-long hematopoiesis depends on the support by mesenchymal stromal cells (MSC) 

within the bone marrow (BM). Therefore, changes in the BM hematopoietic compartment 

that occur during development and aging are expected to correlate with changes in the 

stromal cell microenvironment. MSC are a heterogeneous cell population and various 

subtypes may have different functions. In accordance with others, we show that CD271 and 

CD146 define distinct CFU-F containing MSC subpopulations. In addition, analysis of 94 

BM samples revealed that the distribution of CD271brightCD146- and CD271brightCD146+ MSC 

significantly correlates with donor age. The main subset in adult BM was CD271brightCD146-, 

whereas the CD271brightCD146+ population was dominant in pediatric and fetal BM. A third 

subpopulation of CD271-CD146+ MSC contained CFU-F in fetal BM only. In conclusion, 

MSC subset distribution changes during development and aging. This suggests that MSC 

comprise a dynamic system, in which the subpopulations may have different functions 

during human life.

Introduction

Mesenchymal stromal cells (MSC) cultured from adult and fetal tissues constitute a 

heterogeneous cell population. Although a panel of markers, including CD105 and 

CD90, was introduced to define cultured MSC (1), the cells initiating the culture remain 

unidentified. Recently, CD271 (2-4) and CD146 (5;6) were described for prospective isolation 

of MSC that are functionally defined by colony forming unit-fibroblast (CFU-F) formation. 

Combination of these new markers revealed that two different MSC subsets are present in 

adult BM; CD271+CD146-/lo and CD271+CD146+. (7) These subsets had a similar capacity to 

differentiate in vitro and to support hematopoiesis in vivo, but their localization in human 

BM was different. CD271+/CD146-lo cells were bone-lining, while CD271+CD146+ had a 

perivascular localization. (7) So far, it remained unclear whether the distribution of these 

populations changes during development and aging, two phenomena known to influence 

BM cellular composition. (8-10) Here, we report that the distribution of MSC subsets 

characterized by CD271 and CD146 correlates with donor age. CD271+CD146- cells were most 

common in adults, whereas CD271+CD146+ cells are dominant in children. In addition, in 

fetal BM CD271-CD146+ cells represent a third MSC subset containing CFU-F. 
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Design and methods

BM was aspirated from 63 adults (mean age 64 (19-86), including healthy donors (n=3), 

patients undergoing cardiac surgery (n=43) or suspected of proliferative hematological 

disease (n=17)), from 26 pediatric patients (mean age 5 (0-16) with malignancies (solid 

n=14, hematological n=12) in clinical remission). Fetal bones (n=6) were obtained from 

legally terminated pregnancies (15-20 weeks gestation). Informed consent was obtained for 

all samples according to protocol approved the Medical Research Ethics Committee of the 

AMC and the Erasmus MC. 

Mononuclear cells (MNC) were isolated by Ficoll density gradient centrifugation (GE Health 

care Bio-Sciences AB, Uppsala, Sweden) and erythrocyte lysis using NH
4
Cl. Fetal bones were 

flushed with IMDM (Lonza, Verviers, Belgium) containing 10% FCS (Bodinco, Alkmaar, The 

Netherlands) and 1% penicillin-streptomycin and erythrocytes were lysed. 

MNC were analyzed for expression of MSC and hematopoietic markers: CD34 (clone 

8G12), CD73 (AD2), CD90 (5E10), CD45 (HI30), CD140b (PDGFRβ, 28D4), CD146 (P1H12), 

CXCR4 (12G5), (all from BD, San Jose CA), CD36 (CLB-IVC7, Sanquin, Amsterdam, 

The Netherlands), CD271 (ME20.4-1.H4), MSCA1 (W8B2) (Miltenyi Biotec, Gladbach, 

Germany), CXCR7 (358426), NG2 (LHM-2) (R&D systems, Abingdon, UK), CD56 (C5.9), 

CD235a (JC159) (Dako Cambridgeshire, UK), CD105 (SN6, Ancell, Bayport MN), isotype 

matched controls (Sanquin, BD). At least 1.000.000 events were recorded using a LSR II flow 

cytometer (BD). For six-color sorting (FACS Aria, BD), MNC were incubated with antibodies 

against CD45, CD34, CD271, CD146, CD105, CD90.

For CFU-F assays 500 sorted cells/cm2 were plated in M199 (Gibco) containing 10% FCS, 

1% penicillin-streptomycin, 20µg/ml Endothelial Cell Growth factor (Roche Diagnostics, 

Indianapolis, IN) and 8 IU/ml heparin (Leo Pharma, Breda, The Netherlands). For CFU-F 

with total MNC, 20.000-80.000 adult or pediatric cells/cm2 or 2.500-20.000 fetal cells/

cm2 were plated. For depletion experiments, 80.000 cells/cm2 were seeded. CFU-F were 

enumerated after 14 days. 

RNA was isolated using Trizol (Invitrogen, Breda, The Netherlands) and cDNA 

was synthesized using a sensiscript RT-kit (Qiagen, Venlo, The Netherlands). 

Primer- and probe-sequences Nestin (5’>3’): F-GCTGCGGGCTACTGAAAAGT, R-

TCTGTAGGCCCTGTTTCTCCTG, Probe AGCTGGCTGTGGAGGCCCTGG. ABL sequences 

were published previously. (11)

Adipogenic and osteogenic differentiation was performed as previously described (12). 

Images were taken on a Leica DC300 microscope (IM500 software, 20x magnification, Leica, 

Wetzlar, Germany). Chondrocyte differentiation was performed using NH ChondroDiff 

medium (Miltenyi) according to the manufacturers instructions. Chondrocytes were detected 
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by aggrecan staining (MAB19310, Millipore, Amsterdam, The Netherlands) and imaged 

on a LSM 510 META confocal microscope (Zeiss, Jena, Germany; ZEN 2007 software, 10x 

magnification).

Statistical significance was determined by Wilcoxon signed ranks test and Spearman 

correlation, using SPSS 15.0 (SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL). Results were considered significant if 

p≤0.05.
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Results and discussion

We employed the differential distribution of CD271 and CD146 to analyze MSC subsets 

in human BM at distinct phases during development and aging. We first analyzed the 

distribution of MSC populations in the CD45-/dimCD34- cells in adult BM (n=64, mean age 

61 (19-82)), and identified three subpopulations: CD271brightCD146-, CD271brightCD146+ and 

CD271-CD146+ (Figure 1A-B). Only the CD271+ populations contained CFU-F, an indication 

for functional MSC, with a tendency towards more CFU-F in CD271brightCD146+ cells (ns 

p<0.072, Figure 1C). CFU-F were absent in CD271-CD146- and CD271-CD146+ fractions, 

except for one sample (Figure 1C), in accordance with Tormin et al.(7) Previous studies never 

excluded the possibility that other populations may contain MSC that require support from 

BM cells for CFU-F formation. Therefore we performed depletion experiments. Depletion of 

CD271-CD146+ did not reduce CFU-F from the remaining BM cells, while CFU-F were absent 

in CD271bright depleted MNC cells. (Figure 1D-E). Thus CFU-F are only present in CD271bright 

cells and clonogenic MSC do not depend on support from BM-derived cells. 

CD271bright subpopulations fulfill the criteria set by the ISCT. (1) The expanded CD271bright 

subsets showed trilineage differentiation potential in vitro (Figure 1F) and maintained 

expression of MSC markers CD73, CD90 and CD105 (data not shown). Next, the expression 

of recently described MSC markers, such as Nestin (13), CD140b (PDGFRβ) (3), CD56 

(2) and MSCA-1 (2) was analyzed. High levels of Nestin mRNA were detected in both 

CD271brightCD146- and CD271brightCD146+ cells. Expression was lost upon culture-expansion 

(Figure 1G). Both subsets contained CD56- and CD140b-positive subpopulations. Uniform 

expression was observed for MSCA-1 and chemokine receptors CXCR4 and CXCR7, however 

only 15-40% of the cells expressed CXCR4 and CXCR7 above the threshold set at maximum 

background fluorescence (Figure 1H).

Cellular composition of BM changes during development (9) and aging.(8;10;14) The 

frequency of CFU-F declines with age (8), but it is unknown whether the distribution of 

defined MSC subsets is related to donor age. Compiling all adult BM samples, the largest 

subpopulation that co-expressed CD90 and CD105 was CD271brightCD146- (Figure 2A; 

n=64, 55.9±24.3%; 0.011±0.001% of nucleated cells), whereas CD271brightCD146+ and 

CD271-CD146+ populations accounted for 32.9±21.7% (0.007±0.001%) and 11.1±16.8% 

(0.003±0.001%) respectively (Figure 2A). 

However, when separating samples from younger adults (19-55yrs; i.e. the eligible age for 

stem cell donors (www.europdonor.nl)) and elderly adults donors (>55 yrs), it was observed 

that CD271brightCD146- and CD271brightCD146+ occurred at similar frequency in younger adults 

and that the CD271brightCD146+ fraction was significantly reduced in elderly adults (Figure 

2B-C). This suggests that CD146 expression on CD271bright cells decreases with increasing 

age, which is illustrated by representative donor samples of distinct ages (Figure 2D-G). 
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To further investigate the age-related distribution of MSC subsets, we studied pediatric 

and fetal BM. In contrast to adult samples, CD271brightCD146+CD90+CD105+ cells were 

dominant in pediatric BM (Figure 3A-B; n=26, 67.74±21.6%; 0.0115±0.003% MNC count). 

This fraction also contained most of the CFU-F (n=3, Figure 3C). The CD271brightCD146- 

CD90+CD105+ (0.0005±0.001% from MNC) and CD271-CD146+ CD90+CD105+ 

(0.0005±0.0001%) populations represented 25 and 6% of the MSC, respectively. 

Figure 1 Characterization of MSC subsets in adult BM

(A,B) Representative figures showing the gating strategies to eliminate hematopoietic cells from BM mononuclear cells 
(MNC)(A), and selection of CD271 and/or CD146 positive cells from BM CD45-CD34- cells, including co-expression of 
CD90 and CD105 in each quadrant of the first panel (B). The CD271-CD146- cells predominantly contained nucleated 
erythrocytes, defined by co-staining for CD36 and CD235a (not shown). 

(C) CFU-F content in 5000 CD271brightCD146-, CD271brightCD146+ and CD271-CD146+ sorted BM MNC (n=8). 

(D) Gating strategy for the depletion of CD271 and/or CD146 positive fractions from BM MNC by FACS without 
eliminating hematopoietic cells. 

(E) CFU-F content in 2x106 depleted cells or cells that only passed through the sorter. Left panel depicts one 
representative experiment, while the percentage of CFU-F is averaged in the right panel (mean ± SD, n=3). The 
coloured boxes below the bars indicate which fraction is depleted. * p<0.05, ** p<0.01 

(F) Cultured CD271brightCD146- and CD271brightCD146+ MSC were differentiated towards adipocytes (left panel, scale bar 
200µm), osteoblasts (right panel, scale bar 200µm) and chondrocytes (right panel, scale bar 500µm, inset: isotype 
control, red: aggrecan, blue: dapi). Images were taken on a Leica DC300 microscope, magnification 20x; chondrocyte 
images were made using a Zeiss LSM 510 META confocal microscope, magnification 10x. 

(G) Nestin mRNA expression detected by RQ-PCR in uncultured CD271brightCD146-, CD271brightCD146+ relative to cultured 
unfractionated MSC. (mean ± SD, n=2) 

(H)  Co-expression (% of all cells) of indicated markers on uncultured CD271brightCD146- or CD271brightCD146+ MSC 
detected by flow cytometry (mean ± SD, n=3).
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Characterization of MSC subsets in adult BM Figure 1
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In fetal cells, a relatively large subpopulation of CD271-CD146+ cells co-expressed CD105 and 

CD90. They accounted for 35.5±8.8% (Figure 3D-E, n=6, 0.107±0.004% from MNC) of all 

MSC. Interestingly, fetal CD271-CD146+ cells contained CFU-F (Figure 3F). CD271brightCD146+ 

cells represented 60.8±8.2% (0.1739±0.025%) and formed CFU-F as well (Figure 3D,F). 

CD271brightCD146- cells were nearly absent (0.0115% ±0.004%) and they did not contain 

CFU-F (Figure 3D-F). These data show that fetal BM contains a third MSC subset identified 

as CD271-CD146+CD105+CD90+ that is distinct from their adult counterparts by their capacity 

to form CFU-F. In addition, these results indicate that CFU-F content and the distribution of 

MSC subsets differs between adult, pediatric and fetal BM.

The proportion of CD271brightCD146- cells in BM was significantly correlated to donor age 

(n=94, R2=0.39, p<0.0001, Figure 3G). Complementary, distribution of CD271brightCD146+ 

cells was inversely correlated (n=94, R2=0.38, p<0.0001, Figure 3H). Therefore, the 

previously reported age-related decrease in BM CFU-F (8;15;16) may now be explained 

by the loss of CD271brightCD146+ cells that tend to generate more CFU-F. The aspiration 

site may influence CFU-F content and stromal cell phenotype. (17) In our study, BM from 

cardiac patients was sternum-derived; fetal femurs were flushed, whereas BM from other 

patients was acquired from the iliac crest. Excluding cardiac patients and fetal samples, 

thereby correcting for aspiration site related effects, did not affect the age-related correlation 

(n=45, age 0-82; CD271brightCD146- cells, R2=0.16, p<0.015; CD271brightCD146+ cells, R2=0.31, 

p<0.0001).

In conclusion, we showed for the first time that the distribution of defined MSC subsets 

significantly correlates with donor age, and we identified a novel MSC subset that only 

generates CFU-F in fetal BM. Tormin et al reported that CD271+CD146-/lo and CD271+CD146+ 

respectively localize to endosteal or perivascular niches in vivo (7), while we report an donor 

age related distribution. This suggests that the relative size of specialized BM niches is 

dynamic, and that distinct phases in life require different MSC subtypes. The increase of 

CD271brightCD146- MSC in aged BM may therefore correspond to the increase in long-term 

HSC in aged murine BM. (18;19) These quiescent HSC are predominantly localized in the 

endosteal niche, where the human CD271+CD146-/lo reside as well.(7) Although the ontogeny 

and the relationship between the subsets remain unclear, MSC seem to comprise a dynamic 

system during human life, in which the subpopulations could have different functions 

during bone marrow development, homeostasis and regeneration.
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Relative increase of CD271brightCD146- MSC in adult BM with increasing age  Figure 2

(A) Relative frequency of CD271brightCD146-, CD271brightCD146+ and CD271-CD146+ cells in the CD45-CD34-
CD105+CD90+ BM population that expresses CD271 and/or CD146 (mean ± SEM, n=63).. *** p<0.0001 

(B, C) Relative frequency of the same subsets defined in A specified for 19-55 year old donors (mean ± SEM, n=15) and 
donors older than 55 years (mean ± SEM, n=48) *** p<0.0001 

(D-G) CD271 and CD146 expression in the CD45-CD34- BM population of representative BM donors with increasing 
age. Red dots represent the cells that co-express CD90 and CD105. 
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(A) Gating strategy to analyze CD271 and/or CD146 positive cells from pediatric BM CD45-CD34- cells. Each quadrant 
of the left panel was subsequently analyzed for co-expression of CD90 and CD105. Importantly, CD90 and CD105 co-
expressing cells are now only observed in CD271brightCD146+ cells. 

(B) Distribution of CD271brightCD146-, CD271brightCD146+ and CD271-CD146+ cells in the CD45-CD34-
CD105+CD90+ population of pediatric BM. (mean ± SD, n=26). *** p<0.0001 

(C) 5000 CD271brightCD146-, CD271brightCD146+ and CD271-CD146+ were sorted from BM MNC, and CFU-F content 
per fraction was evaluated (n=3). 

(D) Gating strategy to analyze CD271 and/or CD146 positive cells in fetal BM CD45-CD34- cells. Each quadrant of the 
left panel was subsequently analyzed for co-expression of CD90 and CD105. CD90 and CD105 co-expressing cells are 
observed in CD271brightCD146+ and CD271-CD146+ cells. 

(E) Distribution of CD271brightCD146-, CD271brightCD146+ and CD271-CD146+ cells in fetal CD45-CD34-
CD105+CD90+ BM (mean ± SD, n=6). * p<0.05 *** p<0.0001 

(F) CFU-F content in 5000 CD271brightCD146-, CD271brightCD146+ or CD271-CD146+ sorted BM MNC (n=6). Fetal 
CD271-CD146+ cells now contain CFU-F, in contrast to adult and pediatric BM. 

(G-H) The percentage of CD271brightCD146- (G) or CD271brightCD146+ (H) relative to the sum of all CD271+ and/or 
CD146+ cells that co-expressed CD105 and CD90 per donor was plotted versus donor age. The variation in distribution 
between donors was explained by donor age for 39% (p<0.0001) and 38% (p<0.0001) for CD271brightCD146- cells and 
CD271brightCD146+ cells respectively. 

Figure 3  MSC subsets are differentially distributed in pediatric and fetal BM
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MSC subsets are differentially distributed in pediatric and fetal BM Figure 3
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